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Bunjil
For the town in Australia, see Bunjil, Western Australia.
In Australian Aboriginal mythology, Bunjil the eagle

Eagle is a 23-metre tall sculpture by Bruce Armstrong, inspired
by Bunjil.

tum the parrot, Tadjeri the brushtail possum and Turnong
the gliding possum.
According to one legend, after creating the mountains,
rivers, ﬂora, fauna, and laws for humans to live by, Bunjil
gathered his wives and sons then asked Crow, who had
charge of the winds, to open his bags and let out some
wind. Crow opened a bag in which he kept his whirlwinds, creating a cyclone which uprooted trees. Bunjil
asked for a stronger wind. Crow complied, and Bunjil
and his people were blown upwards into the sky. Bunjil himself became the star Altair and his two wives, the
black swans, became stars on either side.[1]
A Bunurong story tells of a time of conﬂict among the
Kulin nations, when people argued and fought with one
another, neglecting their families and the land. The
mounting chaos and disunity angered the sea, which began to rise until it had covered the plains and threatened
to ﬂood the entire country. The people went to Bunjil and
asked him to help them stop the sea from rising; Bunjil
agreed to do so, but only if the people would change their
ways and respect the laws and each other. He then walked
out to the sea, raised his spear and ordered the water to
stop rising.[2]

Bunjil Shelter

(or eaglehawk) is a creator deity, culture hero and ancestral being. In the Kulin nation in central Victoria he was
regarded as one of two moiety ancestors, the other being the trickster Crow. Bunjil has two wives and a son,
Binbeal the rainbow. His brother is pailian the bat. He
is assisted by six wirmums or shamans who represent the
clans of the Eaglehawk moiety: Djurt-djurt the Nankeen
Kestrel, Thara the quail hawk, Yukope the parakeet, Dan1

2
It is believed by the Kulin and other Indigenous peoples that, in the Dreamtime, Bunjil took shelter in a cave
located in the part of Gariwerd that is now known the
Black Range Scenic Reserve. Bunjil’s Shelter is today a
popular tourist attraction and one of the most important
Aboriginal rock art sites in the region.[3][4]
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The following Wurundjeri Dreamtime Stories were directly transcribed from a
series of interviews with Wurundjeri Elder, Ian Hunter, recorded in 2004-5.

Bunjil & Pallian Creation Story
In Wurundjeri society we had to have a god too, same as any body
and the god in our language was called Bunjil. And Bunjil was said to
be Creator of all living things [...]
It was passed down that Bunjil came in the form of an eagle [...] I see him as a great
force, same as any god, whether it be the Christian God, or Allah, or Buddha. A god has
to perform and create. And Bunjil created everything according to our rules - the land,
the earth, the animals.
And then after creating the earth, he then went to the Yarra [River], which originally
was called Birrarung, place of the mists, he got two great clods of clay and fashioned
two great clods of clay into two forms.
Now most people think that these two forms would be man and woman, but they weren't
they were two men. [...] Bunjil created the two men, which he called Kulin out of clay.
He then kneels down over the two men and breathes from the top of their heads to the
tip of their toes and then around in circles around their navels and gives them life.
So the two men stand up and he calls them Kulin. So he gives them long sharp sticks
and tells them that they will be hunters, for animals that move. Pallian, his brother,
he's seen this going on, but he's not a god. But Pallian says,
"Now that's not a bad sort of a trick [...] maybe I can do something as well."
So Pallian with his stone axe chops down two saplings. And with the saplings, as he's
chopped them down, he trails them in the Yarra - the great place of significance, of
sacred water.
And he starts chopping away at them and chopping and chopping and chopping away at
the two saplings. He doesn't realise his axe is getting blunt (it's greenstone you see).
[...] So finally Pallian says,
"Oh, me axe is blunt, that'll have to do".
So he's created two different forms, a little bit more shapely, with a couple more bumps.
He calls them Bagrook, what we call today women.
Then Pallian kneels and tries to breath life into the two women - he can't do it. He keeps
blowing and blowing [...] so he keeps going, but it doesn't work. But then he says,
"Hey Bunjil, they won't go. Will you give me a bit of a hand down here?"
So Bunjil comes down and gently breathes air over the two forms of women. So he says,
"Stand up."
And the two women stand up and they're alive. The two women he then calls Bagrook
and he calls the other two men, the Kulin, back.
"Wanna see these, come 'ere."
And he says one man and one woman will be of the eagle people, or moiety, or blood,
or class. One man and one woman would also be of the crow class, of which Wurundjeri
people are crow people.
So [there after] the eagle man would marry crow woman and have eagle children. The
crow man would marry eagle woman and have crow children, so they would then have
unrelated children [...] and that's how the social system of Aboriginal societies generally
worked - in moiety.
[...] Then when Bunjil's finished all that, he sees fit to do what he wants, he's done the
whole deal - he's created the earth and animals and men and women to look after it,
same as in the bible.
So he then sees fit to go into the heavens, or Tandaburruk, where he can then look
over his people to make sure that what he's created is going to behave right.
And when he goes there he takes with him Mindi, something else which he created
along the way, which is a bit of a mistake; half a dog half a snake. And Mindi [is] this
creature who can sort of seek retribution on Aboriginal people. He knows all black fellas

and black fellas know Mindi, but he can't operate unless he sort of gets the nod from
Bunjil, who was the creator of all living things according to the Wurundjeri people.
And men and women were created with the power of the Yarra [River]. So our Yarra, or
Birrarung is definitely THE place - the place of the start of creation.
Whether it be God, the Christian god, or Allah, Buddha, Bunjil, Rainbow Serpent
...they're all gods, all different names. I've come down to it now, me, as an older bloke
now, I've come down to it that there is a god, there has to be a god.
Otherwise there's now reason for all this, why we are here [...] we have to believe in a
here-after, because what we see of ourselves is only a shell to hold our spirit, or our
murrup, [which] does transcend and come back in another form.

